Future Supply Chain’s temperature controlled logistics arms now delivers frozen
fruits and vegetables across the country
Increases its fleets of 100% GPS enabled reefer trucks and pallet capacity
National 23rd August 2017: Future Group’s integrated logistics solutions company ‘Future
Supply Chain’ (FSC) strengthens its Temperature Controlled services with an inclusion of 144
100% GPS enabled reefer trucks and 7423 pallets. Reefer trucks (refrigerator trucks) are
equipped with double-leaf insulated doors and an advanced door locking system which
maintain products in temperature ranging from -25°C to 25°C with full cold chain adherence
and regulatory compliance.
The reefer trucks are designed to transport perishable items like fruits, vegetables, medicines,
dairy products, etc. as per required temperature ranging from Frozen Temp Range -25°C to
0°C ideal for meat products, Chilled Temp Range 0°C to +4°C required for dairy products like
cheese, Cold Temp Range from 2°C to 25°C meant for medicines, fruits, vegetables etc. The
advanced and efficient temperature controlled logistic system ensure that storage sites are
equipped with high quality insulation on walls & floor and are strategically located near
electrical supply grids.
Speaking about cold chain services Mr. Mayur Toshniwal, Managing Director, FSC says, “We
are continuously working towards enhancing the logistics offerings, with an objective of
establishing FSC as a one stop destination for all supply chain needs. Our endeavor is to ensure
that we offer the best logistics services that can deliver any type of product under the sun, be
it clothing, medicine, ice cream or vegetables all at its best standard.”
FSC has one of the largest distribution networks in the country supported by technology
enabled, state of art distribution centres. The service offerings include, PAN India distribution
network, “hub-and-spoke” transportation model and operational infrastructure, including
automated technology systems, supported with competitive market position across India.
About Future Group
Future Group believes in developing strong insights on Indian consumers and building
businesses based on Indian ideas, as espoused in the group’s core value of ‘Indianness’. The
group’s corporate credo is, ‘Rewrite rules, Retail values’. Future Group operates through its
four listed entities –Future Retail Limited, Future Lifestyle Fashions Limited, Future Consumer
Limited and Future Enterprise Limited. Collectively, Future Group operates around 18.5
million square feet of retail space in over 240 cities and towns across India and provides direct
employment to over 40,000 people. Around 30 million Indians are part of Future Group's
loyalty networks.
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